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CB approves new
A SU M accountant

r

Carl Burgdorfer was officially
approved as the new ASUM
accountant at last night’s Cen
tral Board meeting.
Burgdorfer, formerly the
ASUM business manager, had
been acting as the accountant
since Andrew Czomy stepped
down from the position Dec. 31.
CB then voted 10-6 to choose an
interim business manager, who
would serve until the ASUM
general election March 3.
Some consideration was given
to keeping Burgdorfer in both
positions until March 3 to save
two months’ salary on the
business manager’s position, but
some CB members said this
would be both unconstitutional
and unethical.

“ As
a ccou n ta n t,
he
(B u rg d orfer) is e x p re ssly
prohibited from making policy,”
said CB member Tom Hartman.
CB member Kent Spence
agreed, saying, “ I don’t like to see
anyone have their hands in both
pots.”
CB also discussed the planned
spraying this spring of 2,4-D on
parts of the university campus to
kill dandelions.
Kerin Branine, a UM student,
presented 322 petition signatures
to CB and asked for a review of
her proposal to endorse banning
the spraying of any 2,4-D on
campus. Branine said other
chemicals, or digging the weeds
up, could solve the problem.
The board tabled further dis
cussion until next week’ s
Cont. on p. 6

Joint E ffort appeals
paraphernalia ruling
By Dan Carter
Kaim in Contributing Reporter

STUDENTS W AIT for the helicopter to drop a load o f Foresters’ Ball tickets on the Oval. (Staff
photo by Perry Backus.)

Clark claim s arm s race ‘m adness’
can be stopped by young people
By Kyle Albert
Kaim in Reporter

“The young people of America
stopped the war in Vietnam, they
can stop the madness of the arms
race,” said Don Clark, director
o f Intern ation al Education
Studies at Montana State Univer
sity in Bozeman.
Clark’s lecture before a crowd
of 150 students in the un
derground Lecture Hall on cam
pus last night was the second in a
series sponsored by the En

vironmental Studies department.
Clark’s talk was entitled
“ Foreign Affairs May fee
Dangerous to Your Health,” and
he offered examples of foreign
affair health hazards from the
world of international diplomacy.
The negotiations surrounding
SALT I and II, which Clark
worked on for about three years,
seemed a waste of time because
the nuclear arsenals of both the
United States and Russia
doubled in that time, he said.
The blame for failures of this

magnitude lies in the lack of
understanding between people of
opposing nations which, in turn,
breeds fear, Clark said.
For over a year the United
States negotiated in vain with
Iran for the release of the
hostages. Three weeks.after the
affair was turned over to Arabic
speaking Algerians, the crisis
was over. Clark cited this as a
prim e exam ple o f w hat
kn ow led ge o f a com m on
Cont on p. 6

U.S. District Judge Russell
Smith’s recent ruling on the anti
drug paraphernalia act has been
appealed by the owner of the
Joint Effort, a local parapher
nalia retail store, and the owner’s
attorney.
On Dec. 30, Smith ruled that
five of the six provisions of the act
were constitutional, but said that
Section 6 of the act, which
prohibits the advertisement of
drug paraphernalia, was “ un
constitutionally vague.”
The Joint Effort, located at 114
E. Main, was shut down from
Jan. 1 to Jan. 9, but it was allowed
to reopen when Smith issued
another restraining order barring
the state from enforcing the law
while the lawsuit challenging the
act is before the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals based in San
Francisco.
The lawsuit was initially filed
by William Stoianoff, owner of
the Joint Effort, and his attorney,
Deirdre Boggs of Missoula on

Sept. 30, a day before the law was
to go into effect.
“ We were pretty disappointed
and shocked about the decision,”
said Tony Hoyt, manager of the
Joint Effort. “But thanks to the
restraining order, we are open for
business. We got a lot of free
publicity about closing, but
nothing about opening.”
•The store has been doing
business for 14 years, and Hoyt
said he wants to see it stay open.

“ We’re hoping to get another
restraining order out of the Court
of Appeals,” he said.
Hoyt said that if the store is
forced to give up selling many of
its paraphernalia items, business
would falter.
Conton p. 6

Foresters9Ball guest o f honor loves his work
By Bill Miller
Kaim in Reporter

“ I don’t get rich— not by a long
shot,” said local guide and out
fitter, Smoke Elser. “ I spend
everything I make. But, I love
mountains. And I love horses and
mules. Jeeze, I love ’em.”
Elser, who will be the guest of
honor at the 65th Annual
Foresters’ Ball, has been an
outfitter since the late fifties. He
came to Montana from Ohio to
work for the- Forest Service. He
worked on a look-out station, on a
fire crew and on a trail crew and
eventually learned the packing
skills he uses and teaches today.
Elser quit the Forest Service in
1957 and started working for
outfitting companies in the
Ovando area. In 1963, he pur
chased his own outfit and has
been his own boss ever since.
Today, Elser runs what he calls
a small herd of 40 to 50 horses and
mules into the Bob Marshall,
Rattlesnake and Yellowstone
Park wilderness areas, where he
conducts pack trips from June
until Thanksgiving. He operates
off a 2,200-acre ranch that

stretches from the Rattlesnake
valley to East Missoula.
“ I love it,” said Elser. “ There
isn’t any other way to live. Every
day is a good day with me.”
Elser does not advertise his
business because, he said, his
customers come by word of
mouth. “ All of my guests are good
because they come highly

recommended by previous
guests,” he said. “ These people
(the customers) get checked out
thoroughly.”
Elser’s customers come from all
over the world. They vary from
the young to the elderly and are
not necessarily wealthy. Elser
takes them out on seven- or eightday hunting or fishing trips for

SMOKE ELSER relaxes in the outfitting classroom on his
Rattlesnake ranch. (Staff photo by Perry Backus.)

about $85 a day. His reservation
list is backed up a year in ad
vance.
“ E very on e sa ys ‘ put a
monetary value on what you do
for your guest,’ but there is no
way you can label the cost of
changing his (the guest’s) course
of stress,” Elser said. “ A man
who bangs away on Wall Street
needs a place where he can un
load. He needs me. It’s mental rest
that I provide. Physical rest is
laying down and going to sleep.”
Elser said the future for the
outfitting industry looks “ ex
cellent.” He said that when the
economy goes bad, it will be
cheaper for people to hire an
outfitter to take them into the
backcountry than it would be for
them to own their own horses and
try it on tfteir own. “The outfit
ting industry actually started in
the Depression,” Elser said.
In view of this, Elser is training
the outfitter of the future. During
the winter months, he teaches
outfitting courses at his ranch
and at the Missoula Vocational
Technical Center.
According to Elser, 100 people
usually take his courses each

year, and they have a good
chance of finding a job in the
outfitting business. “There are no
longer any of the old-time packers
left,” Elser said. “These are the
men who learned packing from
their fathers. And there are none
of the old-time cowboys around.
We’re losing this pioneer skill
fast, and we are trying to preserve
it.”
Elser’s courses are eight weeks
long and offer about 25 hours of
instruction. He callp it a “handson course” in which, for a cost of
$60, potential wranglers learn the
skills packing horses and mules,
animal first aid, fire building,
camp cooking, horseshoeing,
equipment maintenance and the
selection of grazing areas.
Elser wrote the textbook for
both his ranch and Vo-Tech
courses with the assistance of Bill
Brown. The enrollment for this
winter’s classes is full, but Elser
is starting to take names for next
year.
“ I like to perpetuate a skill and
I just like to teach,” said Elser,
who has a degree in secondary
Cont on p. 6

opinions
lettersERA outlook:
dark but not black
Prospects for the ERA got even darker yesterday.
The Illinois General Assembly opened its 1982
session yesterday, following statements made earlier
this week by the president o f the Illinois Senate, Philip
Rock, that if sponsors o f the proposed Equal Rights
Amendment asked for and thought they could win the
vote, he would call for a procedural vote that could have
been the key to an Illinois ratification o f the ERA.
Current procedural rules require a three-fifths majori
ty vote o f the Illinois assembly to approve amendments
to the U.S. Constitution. The change sought by ERA
supporters would allow state ratification with a simple
majority vote; this change could have| been ac
complished by a simple majority vote.
Thus, if the rule had been changed, Illinois likely
would have joined the list o f 35 other states that have
approved the proposed 27th Amendment, as the ERA
has been approved by both the House and the Senate of
the Illinois General Assembly but has never received a
three-fifths majority vote from both at the same session.
But Rock and his fellow Democrats in the assembly
failed to push for the vote to change the rule. We were
unable to reach Rock last night to find out why he didn’t
follow through on his support for the ERA.
And in Oklahoma yesterday, the ERA was dealt
another blow when the state Senate refused to approve
the amendment. Eleanor Smeal, president o f the
National Organization for Women, has called
Oklahoma a key state in the attempt to get the ERA
ratified.
But although an even more critical blow dealt to the
ERA last month darkened the hopes o f many ERA
supporters, the situation is not yet so black as to absorb
every encouraging light.
A federal judge in Idaho last month ruled that
Congress did not have the authority to extend the
original March 22, 1979, deadline for 38 states to
approve the ER/\. The judge further ruled that the fiye
states that have rescinded their approvals o f the ERA
were within their rights to do so.
These decisions, however, may well be overturned.
The U.S. Constitution requires no deadline for ratifica
tion o f amendments; therefore, any deadlines set by
Congress are arbitrary and should logically be exten
dable — or removable — if Congress so desires. The
June 30,1981, deadline should stand unless Congress
changes it.
And precedent runs counter to the judge’s stand on
rescission. A number o f states attempted to rescind
their ratifications o f the 14th and 15th amendments;
Congress accepted their ratifications but ignored the
rescissions. And in the 1939 case Coleman vs. Miller,
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the changing o f
ratification votes is a political issue, to be decided by
Congress.
So not all hope for ratification o f the ERA is gone.
And in the next 167 days, this country must strive
toward becoming, finally, a nation that grants equal
rights to all its people.
B rian R y g g

Postscript
After noting the invasion o f privacy by Poland’s “ Big
Sister,” (see story p. 10) we must wonder whether it isn’t
best to endure possible rate increases in our phone bills
if it means that “ Big Mother,” Ma Bell, will no longer
have a monopoly.

Going out with a bang
E ditor: Graduating from the
university last quarter proved to
be an exhilarating experience for
me. Though I wanted to go out
with a big bang, my bang proved
to be more satisfying than I had
expected. I slammed a door right
in the face of an insolent
professor, and to tell you the
truth, it felt great.
Ironically, when I was nearing
the end o f my high school days, I
wrote a letter to the editor. Its
purpose was to thank a retiring
teacher. He was a rare breed that
seemed to really care about what I
was learning, whether about the
subject at, hand or life itself.
Genuine teachers are few and far
between, and he ghmered my
utmost appreciation and admira
tion. Likewise, college professors
of this caliber also proved to be a
rare item. I thank those who
really took the time out and cared,
and for those who did not, well,
work on it, OK?
,
Friday o f finals week, when
turning in my last paper, I was
insulted beyond reason. I stopped
by John Cooley’s office to see
what I got on my accounting
final. He told us in class that he
would be in his office on Friday
and that we could stop by then to
see our scores. Behold, he was not
there, but his lovely wife, Belva,
was in her office next door. Her
door was open a crack (yes, a
crack), and the light was on. I
knocked, poked my head in, and
the following conversation en
sued:
Soko: . “ Excuse me, I hate to
bother you, but do you know when
your husband will be in?” .
Belva: “ What does that sign on
the door say?” .
Soko: reading, “ Dr. Belva
Cooley” on the door. (Doctor no
less!) “ You are his wife aren’t
you?” .
Belva: “ I’m not his secretary!” .
Soko: “ But you are his wife?” .
Belva: mutterers something
I’m probably glad I didn’t hear.
Soko: “ What did you say?”
pause, “ What did you say to me?” .
Belva: “ My students know
better than to bother me during
final week!” .
Soko: “ Oh brother!!!” .
I then slammed the door, very,
very hard. It felt so good. I even
think I heard a doctorate or two
fall off her wall. I wouldn’t have
done that if I still had some
schooling left; I would have been
scared of revenge.
What makes me mad about this
whole affair is the inconsiderate,
impolite, arrogant attitude dis
played by this professional.
Number one, she was his wife,
and secondly, her office was right
next to his, with the door crocked
open. She could have resolved
this whole problem by A) not
marrying Dr. Cooley, B) having
her office moved away from her
husband’s, C) putting up a do not
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disturb sign (next to the Dr. sign).
I did not need to be told that she
wasn’t her husband’s secretary.
I’m sure she was probably very
busy, not feeling well, and had
been asked the same questions all
day long. However, she could
have just replied that she was
very busy, please don’t bother me,
I don’t know where my husband
is. She may as well have told me
to go to h------ the way she
snapped back at me.
I am no better than the next
person. I pay my taxes, I pay my
fees. I support the university just
like a lot of other people around
Missoula. What irks me is that
this new professor comes to town
and tries to act higher than the
rest of us. I would like to point out
that I am the one who is paying
her bills and if it wasn’t for us
students, she wouldn’t be driving
that cute RX 7 around Missoula.
I highly recommend to future
selection committees that they
screen applicants a little more
thoroughly and look at a person’s
moral character not just a demure
southern accent and glittering
d o c to r a te . P erh a p s m ora l
character is a bit too vague,
maybe just good manners is a
better trait. I feel that if one is
going to accept a salary as a
professor and becom e an
employee of the state, they had
better shown some consideration
for the students, whether their
own or someone else’s.
I hope everyone, professors and
all have a wonderful new year.
A big thank you to all those
professors who do what their paid
to do, work for the students.
Sincerely,
J oh n S ok olosk i
g ra d u a te ,
b u s in e s s
ministration

ad

Screed scathed
Editor: I just finished reading P.
J. Dermer’s lengthy screed in the
Kaimin of Jan. 7,1982. What was
all that about? So he’s been on the
street. So he’s been through the
drug and alcohol scenes and come
out alive. So he froze his ass off
walking guard duty in pseudo
peacetime Korea. So what are the
rest o f us supposed to do, be
impressed? So he’s a little older
than the average undergraduate,
so what? Age o f itself is no
guarantor of wisdom or virtue, as,
from his letter, is demonstrated.
The campus community has
changed in recent years. There
are many middle-aged and older
undergraduates here now who
would no doubt regard the ex
perienced Mr. Dermer as a freshfaced kid. There are even a few 19year-old students around who
have been through things which,
despite the vicissitudes he has
endured, would make Dermer
shriek with dismay.
Why doth he protest, and what
is he trying to prove, and to
whom? Are we all supposed to
applaud and say, “ Hey, wow!” ,
because he has seen some of the
rough parts o f life? I just can’t . . .
there is nothing more boring than
a martyr, particularly a selfproclaimed one. As one who is
pushing fifty, and who has seen
much of the world, too, I just
cannot get too awed by this latterday would-be Gogol. It’s nothing
special; there are millions of us.
Dermer reminds me of nothing
so much as the old farts sitting
around the VFW bar, telling any

and all, “ You young punks don’t
know what it was like in the big
war___Things are different from
when I was a b o y ... Yuh got it too
easy.” Very helpful.
The fact that he has “ been
around” does not thereby make
Dermer som ehow a more
sagacious or worthy human be
ing than his younger, lesstraveled fellow students. One
would hope that age, travel,
experience, and survival o f the
“ slings and arrows o f outrageous
fortune” would produce a
mellowed-out person who had
more compassion, love, tolerance,
acceptance and empathy with the
whole human race, whether older
or younger than he. If his travels
and travails have not done that
for Dermer, then they were all
wasted, and he is no better off
than the airhead cheerleaders
and vacuous frat-rats he finds so
appalling.
O f course the young student
who has not been outside of
Montana is not going to have
much o f a world-view, except
from reading. What did Dermer
expect? Why is he so astonished
that the young and inexperienced
are young and inexperienced? Is
it a crime to be 19 years old?
I note that Dermer is a political
science/history major. I can only
hope that he does not plan to
become a teacher, since he so
despises the young and ignorant.
That’s what students are. That’s
why they are students.
Let me leave him with a piece of
advice given me by a retired
social worker, one who saw and
experienced more injustice,
violence, hatred and tragedy in
thirty years in the Los Angeles
barrios than Dermer will in his
whole life (if he’s lucky). The
experiences did not embitter her,
but mellowed her, and she said,
“ You can’t save the whole world.
You can only try to love it a little
better.”
Very truly yours,
R ich ard N agle
107 Washington St.
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Free Press h a s m o n ey , em p loyee sh o rta g e s
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By Yvonne Lucero

Two Workstudy Positions

Kaimin Contributing Reporter

The Clark Fork Free Press
failed to make a profit from the
first three issues it published last
quarter and is now bound by a
shortage of employees.
Mark Grove, co-editor of the
paper, which is published by the
Student Action Center (SAC),
attributed the loss to a lack of
advertising. He said the people at
SAC want the paper to pay for
itself through advertising this
quarter, and that it came closer to
doing so Fall Quarter than did its

forerunners, the Paper SAC and
the SAC Activist.
Printing costs amounted to
about $915 for the three issues
which were published last
quarter. However, the Clark Fork
Free Press made only about $500
in advertising revenue.
Grove said he expects the paper
will be published only twice this
quarter because of the employee
shortage. The paper has been
accepting applications since
November for the co-editor and
general manager positions
vacated by Michael Crater and
Brad Warner.

Butch Turk, a SAC employee,
said students at SAC are working
more hours than they get paid for
and that this could account for
employee turnover at the paper.
Warner said he left the paper
because he is going to Mexico, not
because of the time commitment.
He said he “feels good about the
paper” and would be willing to
put in time without pay.

because there seems to be a lack of
interest.
“There is a lack of people who
are willing to put in the time,”
Warner said. “ Maybe there aren’t
the right kind of people in jour
nalism around.”
Grove said he plans to continue
with the paper regardless of the
employee shortage.

Warner said he believes the
pa p er w ill b ecom e selfsupporting, but added that he
was unsure about the problem o f
filling the vacant positions,

UM FOUNDATION

$3.70
Errands & Misc. Projects
See Traci, 600 University

Brick House
Across from Lodge
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M issoula’s ch eese allotm ent
distributed to needy fam ilies
By Scott Gratton
Kaim in Contributing Reporter

Part o f the 30 million
pounds o f surplus cheese
that President Ronald
Reagan authorized for dis
tribution to the needy was
given away to Missoula
citizens yesterday.
Due to federal laws that
assure farmers a minimum
price for their products, the
cheese was in government
storage until Reagan releas

ed it from the U.S.D.A.
Commodity Program.
A c c o r d in g to F ood
Stamps Issuance Coor
dinator Merrilee Town, who
is in charge of the distribu
tion, 732 five-pound blocks
of cheese were distributed at
the Food Stamp Issuance
Office, 725 W. Alder S t
The Human Resource
Development Council in
Missoula received 231 cases
of the cheese. The council
gave 122 cases to needy

FREE CHEESE IN H A N D , needy people w ait in line
for more goodies at the cheese fondue stand sponsored
by LIGHT. (Staff photo by Perry Backus.)

relations.
The union and GM have agreed
to pass along savings from con
tract concessions directly to
buyers, but the government cast a
shadow on the concession talks,
by predicting widespread job
losses.
The union and GM agreed that
any cost savings that result from
union sacrifices to make domestic
vehicles more competitive with
foreign models would be applied
to car and truck prices.
In an appearance on NBC’s
“Today” show yesterday morn
ing UAW president Douglas Fras

TT

$10.00

families. The remaining 109
cases are to be given to
charitable
organizations
throughout the community.
“ T h is sh ow ed th a t
Reagan has a heart, but I
think inflation really was
the cause,” said Wayne
Pearson, who was standing
in line for cheese.
“This is a good program,
but it has to be continued if
it is to work,” Pearson said.
“These cheese lines kind of
remind me of the food lines
in the Depression, and that
is a really brightening
thought.”
Bob Williams, who was
also standing in line, said
nowadays are Jhe times
when food lines are needed.
“ We ship food to Russia and
the rest of the world when
people here at home really
need it,” Williams said.
H um an
R esou rce
D evelop m en t C ou n cil
workers said that no proof
of income was needed to
receive the cheese, but add
ed that they hoped those
who didn’t need the cheese
would not take advantage
of the distribution.
A cheese fondue table was
set up at the door by the Low
Income Group for Humane
Treatment (LIGHT). The
group posted signs that
said, “ Smile, say cheese, it’s
your Depression,” and
“White House Rats give up
the cheese.”
Pat Moore, an original
member of LIGHT, said the
cheese would last only
about a week, and added
that the amount is not
enough. “ If Reagan was
smart, he would have lines
like this every day,” Moore
said. “They’ve got a lot
more food in surplus than
just cheese.”

1805 Brooks with
Bicycle Hangar

Make a Resolution
Don’t Blow the Quarter!

A tutor can help you to
avoid getting lost or
behind in your classes.
But for tutoring to really
benefit you, you have to
start now . . . before
things get desperate.
The Center for Student
Development’s tutoring
service is for all students
and, because ASUM and
the University Center provide partial funding, the cost to
you is low.
Come to the Center'for Student Development, Room
148, The Lodge. Let our tutoring program help you reach
your academic goals this quarter.

A t the Corner of Van
Buren and Broadway
(J u s t across th e Foot B rid g e)

SPECIALS

Ford M otor bargainers postpone talks
to debate passing savings to custom ers
DETROIT (AP) — Ford Motor
Co. bargainers announced yester
day that they are postponing
contract concession talks for 24
hours so that the No. 2 automaker
can consider a proposal to pass
through to consumers any
savings from such union con
cessions.
The proposal was agreed upon
Tuesday by the United Auto
Workers and General Motors
Corp., - the nation’s largest
automaker.
The one-day postponement was
announced by Peter Pestillo,
Ford’s vice president for labor

oh

X-Country Ski
Packages
4-Day Weekend
Rentals

er said the agreement is un
precedented because historically,
“ talking about the profits and
talking about prices was just not
within the purview of collective
bargaining. The company would
just not talk about it at all.”
The union made the same
proposal to bargainers for Ford
Motor Co. late Tuesday after
noon. Talks resumed yesterday at
GM.
Without work all life goes
rotten.
—Albert Camus

O lv 12 packs $4 , S 9
Coke • Fresca • Tab
6 pack

12 oz. cans

1 . “7 3
B akers S e m i-s w e e t Baking Chips

.3 9
N y q u il * 1 , 9 9
6 oz.
H ours 6 a.m.-1 :3 0 a.m. D aily
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Black H istory M onth activities
to honor blacks9 achievem ents

SECOND’S SALE

SOLID COPPER
TEA KETTLES

By Renata Birkenbuel
Kaim in Reporter

Savings o f up to

February is Black History
Month nationwide, and Kevin
Young, president of the Universi
ty of Montana Black Student
Union (BSU), said he hopes that
all UM students will support the
event, which began as Black
History Day during the 1960s.
“ I hope to make it better than
any Black History month the
university has had in recent
years,” said Young, a sophomore
in social work. “ Usually in the
past there hasn’t been a lot of
heavy emphasis on it.”
The purpose of Black History
Month is to highlight the
achievements of black people,
according to Candy Ghee, vice
president o f BSU.
“ It is to enlighten the rest of the
people, whites, for example, and
other minorities, about con
tributions of blacks in historic
times and the contributions
blacks are making today,” she
said.
“ As America has grown, so
have the black people,” Ghee
added.
UM’s BSU chapter will present
a gospel concert featuring three
choirs from Great Falls and a UM
gospel group as part of Black
History Month activities. The
concert will be held Feb. 13 from 3
to 5 p.m. in the Music Recital
Hall.
Other BSU activities include a
play, which-will be presented the
last week of February, and
assemblies with local high
schools, where members of BSU
will talk about the meaning of
Black History Month.
» KUFM Radio, is broadcasting
two programs this week in honor
of Martin Luther King, Jr., whose
birthday will be celebrated Fri
day.
Today at 11:30a.m. afeatureon
“ the phenomenon of the black
preacher as a leader and advocate
of social justice and a key rallying
point for black people in the
United States,” will be broadcast
on KUFM, according to Terry

30% OFF
Largest Copper Selection in the West
Next to the
Colonel on W .
Broadway and in
P oison, M t.
542-2709
• 10-6 Daily
• Am ple Parking
• Reasonable Prices

HANSEN’S
Missoula’s Ice Cream Store

SPECIAL

for January
Any Honey Ice Cream Dessert
Two for the Price of One
open ’til 10:30 p.m. Sunday-Thursday
’til midnight Friday & Saturday
519 S. Higgins Ave.

549-6825

AlexCutterhadafantasy... onehis
friendscouldnotescape.

ONE OF THE YEAR’S TEN B E S T TIME, RICHARD CORLISS: VILLA GE V O IC E , ANDREW
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Conrad, program director.
Tomorrow, KUFM will present
a 90-minute special of King’s
three speeches at Massey Hall in
Toronto during the early sixties.
The program will begin at 10:30
a.m.
BSU is a support group for
black students and has its head
quarters at 1010 Arthur Ave. Ghee
stressed that everyone is welcome
at meetings. The next meeting
will be Sunday at 7 p.m.
Ghee, a junior in French, said
BSU’s major goal is to help
blacks who come to UM to adjust
to Missoula life.
Most blacks, recruited to UM
are from the city, according to
Ulysses Doss, director of the

C A N D Y GHEE

A fr ica n -A m e rica n S tudies
Program.
Adjustment to student life at
UM for black students is much
like other students’ challenges,
Doss said. Black students must
adjust to the pace of life on
campus, to the transition from
high school to college and to the
social life just as any other
student has to, he said. But Doss
said that he is concerned with a
“lack of community support” in
Missoula and the prejudice that
black students have to deal with.
BSU tries to reduce the “ culture
shock” for black students who are
new to the university by giving
them someone to talk to, socialize
with and turn to with their
problems, Ghee said. Activities
are geared toward education-

S H O W S A T 7 :0 0 & 9 :15

study groups, for example.
“ We try to help th,em deal with
any racism problems they may
meet up with,” she added.
Although there are 50 to 60
black students on campus, accord
ing to Alan Thompson, counselor
and minority adviser at the Cen
ter for Student Development, only
about 20 of them are active mem
bers of BSU.
Thompson, who was hired Fall
Quarter, said he sees BSU as “ an
oasis, cultural and educational,
or an outlet to discuss frustra
tion.”
Activities for this year’s Black
History Month will be more
localized, Thom pson said,
because o f BSU’s small budget.
ASUM provided BSU with a
budget o f $500 for 1981-82 and
according to Ghee, most of it will
pay for next month’s activities.
Black enrollment is declining
at UM, Thompson said, adding
that it has been decreasing since
1974, when there were about 70
blacks on campus.
He said the decline in enroll
ment over the past five years is
one reason that his position as
counselor and minority advisor
was created.
Thompson’s job is to reach
prospective students and give
academic counseling. He is on
BSU’s executive board and is
currently putting together a
proposed recruitment package
with Doss, who headed BSU from
1968 to 1977.
Although BSU was once an
affiliate o f the African-American
Studies Program, it has been
independent o f the program since
1977.

The main obligation is to
amuse yourself.
—S. J. Perelman
Avoid revolution or expect to
get shot. Mother and I will grieve,
but we will gladly buy a dinner for
the National Guardsman who
shot you.
—Dr. Paul Williamson, father
o f a Kent State student

FLASH CAD ILLAC
BAND FROM
AMERICAN
GRAFFITI
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$5.00 ADVANCE
$6.00 D A Y OF SHOW
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Jan. 14

COPPER COMMONS DINNER SPECIALS
M onday

Wednesday

Spaghetti with Meat Sauce................... $1.99
Served with green salad, choice of dressing
and garlic bread.

Mexican Combo ................................... $1.99
A large turkey enchilada, beef taco, Spanish
rice, and salsa.

Meatless Chow Mein ...........................$1.79
Served over white rice with a cup of soup and
a fresh roll and butter.

Quiche ................................................... $1.79
A meatless quiche baked in a whole wheat
crust, served with a cup of soup and a fresh
roll and butter.

Tuesday
Roast Turkey and Dressing ................ $1.99
Accompanied by whipped potato and gravy,
vegetable, cranberry sauce, and a fresh roll
and butter.

T h u rs ay
French D i p ..............................................$1.99
Served with green salad, choice of dressing,
and oven browned potatoes.

Vegetarian Casserole............................ $1.79
Egg Plant Parmesan ................................$1.79
Vegetables, tofu and a .rich sauce served on
Served with a cup of soup and a fresh roll and
casserole with a cup of soup and a fresh roll
butter,
and butler.
Served From 5-7 P.M.
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V

SPAGHETTI NIGHT
ALL YOU CAN EAT

*1.95
3m 5 to 9
MACE'S VILLA

S A Jv n n ro
241 W. Main
543-8414
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W ives, mothers need not be deterred
from seeking hom e-based careers
By Joanne DePue
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

The University o f Montana
Women’s Resource Center began
its winter Brown Bag lecture
series yesterday with living proof
that a woman does not have to let
marriage, children or school pre
vent her from pursuing a career.
The lecture, entitled “ The
Business* Pursuits o f Women,”
was held in the University Center
Montana Rooms before an
audience o f about 30. Daniele
Romeo and Lindsay Richards,
both o f Missoula, were the guest
lecturers.

Romeo is a full-time student at
the university, divorced and the
mother of two young children.
She also runs a catering service
out of her home, specializing in
French dinners for 10 to 12 peo
ple.
Romeo said women seeking a
home-based career must be
aggressive. When she started her
business, she said, she had
business cards printed, told
students in her French cooking
class at the Missoula Vo-Tech
about it and even took pastries to
the French department of the
university.
Romeo now is seeking a
teacher’s certificate in French

Rumors abound
over K Y L T ’s fate
By Kyle Albert
Kaim in Contributing Reporter

“The sounds you make are Muzak
to my ears. . . ”
—John Lennon
There is much speculation as to
whether KYLT-FM, Missoula’s
only commercial rock station,
will switch to an automated
format soon. The station has been
sold to Spectrum Broadcasting, a
Denver-based corporation, and
will officially change hands in
February.
“There’s so many rumors run
ning around it’s giving me an
ulcer,” said KYLT disc jockey
Michael Ray. Ray has been at
KYLT since November 1977. Now
he and many other station
employees can only guess
whether they will have jobs after
the changeover.
Many listeners are outraged by
rumors that the only commercial
rock station in the area may
begin playing 24 hours o f pre
taped top-40 music. A small group
of area individuals, including
University o f Montana students,
have recently banded together to
circulate a petition supporting
the current live format. They will
collect signatures this week in
university residence halls, Greek

houses, Missoula high schools
and local bars. In addition, they
will set up a booth in the Uni
versity Center.
KYLT Programming Director
Vem Argo said the station’s
varied album rock format will
remain intact, regardless of the
changeover. However, Argo add
ed, the station will be concen
trating more on capturing the 12to-17 age group in the ratings.
The station’s current audience,
according to statistics compiled
in June 1981, is the 18-to-34 age
group. KYLT is No. 1 with men in
this age group and No. 2 with
women by only one-tenth o f a
percentage point. This doesn’t
take UM students into considera
tion.
However, any final decisions
regarding any change in the
station’s format hinge on the
findings of a marketing consul
tant, whom Spectrum will send to
Missoula next week.
Missoula now has five commer
cial radio stations; four are coun
try and western. KYLT is the
fifth. In the opinion of a local
advertising
professional
in
volved in the petition drive,
KYLT has a workable format.
She said the station could make
more money if it employed more
aggressive sales tactics.

Police given more power
to search without warrants
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Supreme Court yesterday gave
police officers more power to
conduct
searches
without
warrants.
In r e in s ta tin g a drugpossession conviction stemming
from a 1978 incident on the
Washington State University
campus, the court created a new
exception to the rule that police
must first get a warrant before
searching someone’s home.
The justices, in a 6-3 decision,
struck down a Washington
Supreme Court decision that
would have made a new trial
necessary for Neil Martin
Chrisman, who was convicted for
possession of marijuana and LSD
found in his Washington State
dormitory room.
Unless an emergency exists,
police who spot evidence of a
crime inside a person’s home
cannot enter and search the home
without a warrant. Yesterday’s
ruling adds a post-arrest excep
tion to that rule.
A university police officer saw
Chrisman’s roommate,
Carl
Overdahl, leave the dorm carry
ing a half-gallon bottle of gin the
night of Jan. 21, 1978. State law

bans both possession of alcoholic
beverages by people under 21 and
possession of alcoholic beverages
on university property.
The officer stopped Overdahl
and asked for identification, at
which point Overdahl was con
sidered legally under arrest. The
student was accompanied by the
officer to his llth-floor room to
get some proof of his age.
As the officer stood at the
room’s doorway, he saw seeds
and a pipe he thought might be
evidence of marijuana. He
entered the room for verification
and, after getting permission
from Overdahl and Chrisman,
conducted a search that turned up
the marijuana and LSD.
Chrisman’s conviction was
thrown out by the state supreme
court when the officer’s search
was ruled to be a violation of the
Fourth Amendment, which bans
unreasonable searches by police.
No woman can call herself free
who does not own and control her
body. No woman can call herself
free until she can choose con
sciously whether she will or will
not be a mother.
—Margaret Sanger

and carrying 18 credits at the
university, in addition to running
her catering service.
The other lecturer, Lindsay
Richards, is a gynecologist at
Missoula’s Western Montana
Clinic. In her words, “ I’m a
product of my times.”
Richards entered m edical
school in the early 1970s, a time
when there was a great increase
in the number of women seeking
careers as physicians.
Looking back to her first day of
medical school, Richards said, “ I
remember thinking I should be
serving coffee instead of being
greeted by all of these people.”
Despite a lack of female role
models and the fact that she often
was assumed to be a nurse,
Richards said that “ women who
chose to become physicians
received a lot of encouragement,”
and added that encouragement
came particularly from those
involved in the women’s move
ment.
Richards has been practicing
gynecology for several months,
having completed her residency
last June. She is married, the
mother of a 10 - month - old
daughter and one of four female
physicians in Missoula.
Additional lectures in the
Women’s Resource Center’s “The
Business o f Women” series will
deal with such issues as job
interviews, career preparation
and balancing competing career,
family and sex role differences.

'REST/1U1MNT4
Above the Rishashay and Crystal Theater

515 S. Higgins

Ph. 542-0002'

Thursday Special
Mushroom Quiche
Chicken Crapes
11:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

W inter Artist Sale
Mexican Rugs .......................
Oriental Prints .......................
Lippert Stained Glass . . . . . .
Shaiman Pottery .............
Tibetan Carpets ....................
Rosen Bloom Mirrors ..........

25% off
25% off
20% off
25% off
15% off
10%. off

Ends Jan. 31
Open 10-5 Mon.-Sat.

Furniture 1&S
137 E. Main

543-6425

ARMY-NAVY STORE
322 N . Higgins
Ph. 543-3362
Forester’s Ball Headquarters
CROSS COUNTRY SKI PACKAGE
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C om plete Package

O NLY

Skis • Boots
Poles • Bindings
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M O UN TIN G FREE
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Fischer Europa 99ST

T ru c k e r

GATORS

Turtlenecks

Long Deluxe ...... $§95

$ 7 95

Gortex Gators .. $ 1 2 ^ ®
Swix Waxes $1.29
1
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Mountain Edge

Metal-Edge $ 1 2 4 9 5

SOREL
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100% C o t t o n
M a d e in U S A
Ideal for Skiing
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W OOL
BLANKETS

$995

Complete Selection
of Styles & Sizes

100% W o o l
an d B len ds
62 X 82 S ize

Woolen Special S
Kodiak W ool Socks 75%w<x>$2.69
GI Wool Glove Liners . $1.95
Ba acava
Ragg Wool Hats ............ $4.95
Rasa W o o l Hat &

$7.95
Face Mask
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P lan e crash es into bridge in D .C .
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Florida-bound jetliner roared
from a snowy takeoff and crashed
into a Potomac River bridge
y e ste rd a y ,
s m a s h in g
automobiles and plunging into
the icy water. About 65 people
were reported killed, but the
casualty count was unconfirmed.
The Boeing 737, an Air Florida
flight with at least 75 people
a b o a rd , was bound from
Washington National Airport to
Tampa and Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
The crash of Flight 90 left few
survivors among the passengers,
and killed an undetermined
number o f motorists on the
bridge. It was the first fatal crash
of an American commercial air
liner in more than two years.
Within minutes after the crash,
helicopters pulled several sur
vivors from the river, but others
were presumed to have died in the
river.
“The assumption is that most

C lark

of the people are down there still
in their seatbelts from the
takeoff,” said police spokesman
Gary Hankins.
Air Florida Vice President
Cesar Alvarez said he was not
certain of the number aboard, but
it was at least 75. Earlier he had
said there were five crew
members and 73 or 74 passengers.
At least 17 survivors were
taken to area hospitals, and there
was no indicatibn that there
would be any more. Some of those
who lived were injured in the
crash itself; others suffered the
effect of exposure to the frigid
river.
Stewardess Kelly Dunan sur
vived the crash.
“The plane started to shake
and the next thing I knew, I was
in the water,” she told the doctor
who treated her for hypothermia,
a severe loss of body heat.
The plane went down at 4:04
p.m. After four hours of rescue

...

Cont. from p. 1
fear the “ two major polluters of
our fragile world.”
language can do.
However, he added that nuclear
Clark suggested that students
should be encouraged to be more ' weapons are necessary from a
involved in international affairs political and national security
and learn languages. He also standpoint. “ No nation that owns
stressed increased media and a nuclear weapon has ever been
personal involvement in order to attacked,” Clark said.
Clark said he thinks disarma
increase understanding o f
foreign affairs and defeat fear of ment will occur when both sides
achieve a rough parity and cease
foreign nations.
Another theme of his speech productions.
Next week’s lecture will be by
was the horror of world poverty.
“Twenty-eight million children Dr. Tom Roberts, who will speak
died of hunger last year, Clark on the medical implications of
said. “ It’s as if wq dropped an nuclear war. The lecture will be
atomic bomb on them every other held in Room 131 of the Science
day.” He called the arms race and Complex.

J o in t

..._

Cont. from p. 1
“ It’s not that easy to change
over the clientele after being open
for so long,” he said. “ What most
people don’t know is that we sell
many things that have nothing to
do with paraphernalia, such as
rugs and T-shirts.”
Deputy County Attorney Ed
McLean said his office received
the restraining order from the
attorney general’s office. McLean
said that he was ordered to be
careful of what his office did until
a decision was handed down by
the Court of Appeals.
Stoianoffs lawsuit challenges
the act on the grounds that it is
unconstitutionally vague and too
broad, because the law defines

CB

____

Cont. from p. 1
meeting, when the board hopes to
bring 2,4-D experts for and
against the chemical’s into a
panel discussion. CB member
John Smith said a decision on the
anti-spraying resolution would be
made next week, and said CB
would welcome any student input
on the matter in the meantime.
The University of Montana
Pest Control Committee decided
in November to use the pesticide
on campus.
In other action, CB:
• gave UM’s Alpine Ski team
$540 for a trip to a ski meet near
Boise, Idaho.
• gave $1,500 to UM Masquer
Theater to travel to Salt Lake
City for the American College
Theater Festival later this
month.
Masquer Theater’s production
of “The Merchant o f Venice” was
chosen for advancement in the
festival competition.

drug paraphernalia in terms of
what a person intends to do with
any particular object.
If an object is intended to be
used with dangerous drugs, then
it is considered to be parapher
nalia and prohibited under the
act. People possessing or selling
drug paraphernalia can be
punished under the act by a fine
of $500 and a six-month jail term.

e ffo rts , d iv ers suspended
operations for the night.
Sam Jordan of the District of
Columbia mayor’s command
center said city crews and the
Coast Guard would attempt to
raise the sunken airliner at
daybreak today, using a craneequipped barge.
Lt. Hiram Brewton, a District
of Columbia police spokesman,
said there were believed to be only
five survivors from the plane. A
spokesman for the Federal Avia
tion Administration, Ted Marr,
said an “ unofficial” estimate
“would be 65 dead.”

Foresters1'
education from the University of
Montana.
In June, Elser will return to the
backcountry. His favorite area is
the Bob Marshall Wilderness. He
said he likes it for its “ high
rugged peaks, big, wide, green
valleys, good fishing and really
exceptional scenery.”
Elser is heavily involved in
efforts to keep the area free of
energy exploration. He doesn’t
think, however, that development
will happen because, as he states,
“ We won’t let it. Some of us think
that we have developed enough.”
Elser added that the Bob
Marshall provides the mental
rest he likes to see his customers
enjoy.
And Elser will continue to
provide that rest for his
customers. “ There are a lot of
early mornings and hard work,”
he said. “ But your satisfaction
comes from the truly great people
you meet. And you’re working in
God’s living room, so why
shouldn’t it be great?”
I........— — — ..............................

Today’s
weather
We’ll have milder tem
peratures today with a
chance of snow showers.
High today 40, low to
night 25.

*

Greek Restaurant
Special

2 for 1 Barbecue Chicken
Limit 2 Dinners Per Coupon
Half Tender Young Chicken, topped with our own tangy
sauce and then baked.
Served with soup or salad, garlic bread, and French fries.
11 a.m.-10 p.m.

2021 South Ave. W.

Ph. 549-1831

Coupon good ‘til Jan. 22, 1982

Packin’ In
On Mules and Horses
SMOKE ELSER AND BILL BROWN

Meet the authors
Thursday, Jan. 14th 1-3pm

Cont. from p. 1

'

AW NS

♦ Following ♦

Brown Bag Lecture
“O utfitting as a Major Recreational Resource"
Thur. Jan. 14th 12-1pm ♦ Forestry 301
• at the... •

University Center
Missoula, Montana 50806

Uof M Campus
(406) 243*4821

SEMI-ANNUAL
CLEARANCE SALE
Suits and Sport Coats
25% to 60% OFF
Jeans .Special Group ..H0-H5
Sweaters 25%-35% OFF
V ISA »M A ST E R C A R D »K -G »A M E R IC A N EXPRESS
OPEN EVENINGSaSAT. 1W S U N . 12-5

M EN'S STORE
SM Southgate Mall

w in

KEG OF BEER TONIGHT
Spirit Night Starting at 7:15 Adams Field House
ALL University o f Montana Students adm itted
FREE with I.D. Card

Lady Grizzlies Host the Bobcats
The best cheering section tonight will win a 16-gallon keg of beer.
The judging will be done on enthusiasm, cheering originality and
sportsmanship.
You must arrive and register your cheering section prior to 7:20 to
be eligible.

Call 243-2213 for more information.
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THE WORLD

• Federal investigators
denied today that substan
tial progress has been made
in the search for kidnapped
U.S. Army Brig. Gen.
James Dozier and his Red
Brigades terrorist captors.
A spate of stories in the
Italian news media had
said that a weekend sweep
of Red Brigades hideouts in
Rome netted terrorist
suspects who had been in
contact with the kidnappers
o f the general.
• Poland’s Communist
Party broadened its cam
paign against the indepen
dent labor movement to
include the Solidarity labor
federation’s
agricultural
stablemate, Rural Solidari

ty-

Trybuna Ludu, the party
newspaper, charged that
the private farmers who
produce 80 percent o f
Poland’s food kept badly
needed food off the market
as winter approached and
shortages got worse.
• Military and civilian
air and ground search
teams scoured thousands of
square miles of the Sahara
yesterday for the 28-yearold son of British Prime
M in is t e r
M argaret
Thatcher. Mark Thatcher
disappeared five days ago
during a cross-country auto
race through North Africa.

THE NATION
• Yellowstone National
Park officials have isolated
t|re bacteria that have caus
ed blindness and death in

State A ir N ational Guard
to receive special aw ard
HELENA (AP)—The Montana
Air National Guard will receive a
special commendation from the
Air Force in recognition of its
contributions to the nation’s
defense; Sen. John Melcher, DMont., said yesterday.
He said the Montana Guard’s
120th Fighter Interceptor Group
was the over-all “William Tell”

winner in Air Force competition
to determine the best air defense
unit.
George Forschler, deputy assis
tant secretary of the Air Force for
reserve affairs, will visit Mon
tana on Saturday and Sunday to
present the commendation,
Melcher said.

the park’s herd of bighorn
sheep. They say the
prognosis is good that the
herd will survive. The sheep
have been suffering from an
eye disease com monly
called “ pink-eye.”
• The American Friends
Service Committee says the
pla n to train 1,500
Salvadoran troops at U.S.
military bases shows that
the Reagan administration
spurns a negotiated settle
ment in El Salvador in

favor of a military solution.
• B one
m a rr o w
transplants will delay and
perhaps prevent the deaths
of patients with slowmoving, chronic leukemia,
which until now has been
considered fatal, doctors
say.
MONTANA
• Two Montana State
University students, who
spent two days in the moun
tains after their small plane
crashed and overturned in

deep snow, were rescued
yesterday. Pilot Perry
Sebastian of Plentywood,
21, and passenger Marc
Bourcier, Great Falls, 21,
both are in good condition.
• The
B u r lin g t o n
Northern Railroad will lay
off 200 people in the Billings
Region, which includes
most o f Montana, northern
Wyoming and the western
half o f North Dakota, a
spokesman says, adding
that the layoffs are due to
declining business.

‘G reenhouse effect9 could hurt
U.S. agriculture, help
WASHINGTON (AP) - The progressively greater increases
potential “greenhouse effect” of as yqu move toward the poles,”
increased carbon in the at said Train, a former Environmen
mosphere could help Soviet tal Protection A gency ad
agriculture but have the opposite ministrator.
effect on farming in the United
He said the warmer climate
States, an environmentalist told would mean a “ marked improve
a congressional hearing yester ment” in agriculture in northern
areas of the Soviet Union, where
day.
Russell Train, president o f the farming now is only marginal.
World Wildlife Fund-U.S., said
On the other hand, the rich
present rates of growth in the grain belt of the United States
global use of coal and other fossil
would find temperatures rising
fuels could cause the amount of about five degree C elsiu s,
carbon in the atmosphere to “ with an accompanying sharp
reduction in rainfall,” Train told
double by the year 2050.
This could increase average a Joint Economic Committee
global temperatures by about hearing on the role of coal in
tw o degree C elsiu s, “ with revitalizing the economy.

Since burning coal gives off
considerably more carbon diox
ide than oil or natural gas, Train
suggested that it might not be a
good idea to let “ world economies
become ‘hooked’ on the use of
coal.”
He recommended that the
government work with other
countries to monitor changes in
the atmosphere’s carbon content.
The potential effects “ un
derline the need for the United
States to develop a far better
capability to carry out long-term
analysis and strategic planning
concerning such global resource
issues,” Train said.

U.C. R EC. C E N T E R
N O W FORM ING Q

Bowling, Billiards and
Table Tennis Leagues
•Bowling League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec, Men’s. & w om en's 4-person teams. Play begins
Jan. 19. rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. Cost is $50/team for all lineage.
Tournament to determine champion—March 8- 12.

•Billiards League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec, Men’s. & w om en ’s 2-person teams'. Play begins
Jan. 18 and rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. Cost is $20/team. Tournament
to determine champion March 8-12.

Wouldn’t you rather be
playing ping pong
or pool?

you really
have a 395
average?

Do

•Table Tennis League:
Leagues offered in Co-Rec, Men’s, & w om en ’s 2-person teams playing
singles. Play begins Jan. 19 and rosters are due Jan. 14 at 2 p.m. Cost is
$i5/team . Tournament to determine champion March 8-12.

Team Rosters are due
by 2:00 p.m. Jan. 14, 1982
Turn Rosters in to U.C. Rec. Center desk.
*League play accumulates points
towards ALL SPORTS TROPHY
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SHARP-SIAS
SWEATSHIRT FOUND, yellow. Please call and
identify. 243-2017.________________________ 47-4

LOST IN U.C.: Small tooled leather coin purse
with zipper closing. Please keep half the cash
and return to Luci at the EVST house, 758 Eddy
Street
47-4

LOST: FEMALE Blue Heeler wearing a leather
collar. Call Mary, 549-7503._______________ 47-4

FOUND: ONE key chain with 2 keys, American
Motors. Call Craig Hall and identify.
45-4

S TO LEN : MY blue wool coat at the Sigma Phi
Epsilon House on Friday night. If you insist on
keeping my coat, please return my keys and
I.D.! Return either or both to Knowles Hall or
call 243-4298. NO QU ESTION S A S K E D .
________
47-4

FOUND: KEY chain with 5 keys. General Motors.
Call Craig Hall and identify.
45-4

lost or found_____________ -

MISSOULA THEATRES

WiLMA I
C h ev y C h a se In
T h e N ew Y ea r's O n ly
F unny c o m e d y !
“ M O D ERN P R O B L E M S"
7 :3 0 P.M . & 9 :3 0 P.M .

WILMA II

ONE BLUE wax less cross-country ski, was lost on
highway 200 between Seeley Lake and Bonner.
If found please call 258-5210 or 492-8486. 47-4

Q e o . C . S co tt • T im oth y H utton
“TAPS"

FOUND: UNICORN necklace at Grizzly Pool.
Call Lisa at 243-5212._____________________45-4
LOST: BUSINESS Analyst II calculator Finals
Week. Between the Griz and BA Bid. Will
identify; need badly. Please call Steve, 243-4615.
44-4

7 :0 0 P.M . & 9 :2 0 P.M .

FOUND: ONE transvestite moose. Dial 36-24-36.
____________________________________________47-1

personals

WILMA III

DIRTY DEEDS Done Dirt Cheap. Dial 36-24-36.
_______________________________________
47-1

THE FOLLOWING Kaimin stuffers are requested
to work this Friday, Jan. 15th, from 8-10 a.m.:
Cheryl M oore, A llison Ralph, M ickey
M cD iarm iel,
Carrie C on n elly,
Karen
Trierweiler, Karla Burnett, Shiblee Ahmed,
Holly Driggs and Eric Odegard. I f y o u a re
u n able to w o r k , please call the Kaimin office,
243-6541 today.___________________________ 47-1

E n d s T hurs.l 8:00 P.M . O nly
A T radition R etu m sl

FOUND: BRIAN Plinkki's calculator. Call Kathy,
721-2407 and describe.
47-4

“ FIDDLER ON

LOST: IN LA or Copper Commons, pair o f brown
leather mittens with white fur trim. Please turn
in to LA office Lost & Found.
47-4

TH E R O O F ’__________

ROXY

LOST: CUTTING scissors in blue case with clear
front. Scissors have my initials. Also lost yellow
legal pad with notes, a lot o f needed info. Please
call in evenings — 543-7072.
47-4

M id-W eek S p ecia l!
All S ea ts $1.00
W ed . & T hurs.

Found: 1 Car Key made by Taylor, has a plastic
orange rim around top. Is attached to key ring
with clasp on top. It is in the U.C. Lounge Lost &
Found.
47-4

D is n ey ’s “ CIN D ER EL LA"
6:00 P.M .— 7 :2 5 P .M .— 8 :50 P.M .

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS get-together.
There will be a party on Friday, Jan. 15,1982 at
7:30 p.m., 1010 Arthur, behind Jesse Hall, to
welcome the new students. Everyone is welcome.
For further info, call 721-1690or 243-4392. 47-1
A V A IL A B L E IM M ED IATELY : two work study
positions. UM Foundation, $3.70, errands and
misc. projects. See Traci, 600 University (brick
house, across from Lodge), 243-2593.
47-3
CARPET: DORM room size. Only $10. Call Beth at
549-4139._____________________
47-2
SPIRIT NIGHT TONIGHT... Lady Grizzlies host
the MSU Bobcats at 7:30. The best cheering
section will win a 16-gallon keg o f beer.
47-1

Get Gassed

ZO O M EETIN G today at 5 p.m .. . . Bearclaw. . .
just across the foot bridge.
47-1
FREE K E G . . . for the best cheering section at
tonight's Grizzly-Bobcat women’s basketball
game.
47-1
S P IR IT N IG H T T O N IG H T . . . The Lady
Grizzlies host the MSU Bobcats at 7:30. The best
cheering section will win a 16-gallon keg ofbeer.
___________________________________________ 47-1

MORE GO FOR YOUR MONEY
regular-unleadedpremium — Student
ch e ck s a cce p te d

5th& Higgins

canoe/- kayak/

WANTED: PARTNER to homestead in Alaska
this spring. I f interested, contact Greg, 728-2355
(evenings)._______________________________ 47-2
THE FIRST Grizzly-Bobcat basketball match-up
is tonight The Lady Grizzlies host the Cats at
. 7:30. Be there and cheer for a keg ofbeer. 47-1
SATURDAY ARTS Enrichment Program. Begins
January 16-February 27. Fine Arts Building —
9:30-11:30.________________________________46-3
PHOENIX LUNCHEONS Wed. 12 p.m., Thurs. 11
a.m. in Gold Oak Room. Topic o f discussion is
planning Fall Quarter events.____________ 46-2
STUDENTS! TEETH CLEANED $5.00.
Student Health Service, Dental Clinic.
243-5445________________________________ 46-11
JO IN STRESS M ANAGEM EN T group and
learn how to relax and become more efficient
Starts Wed., Jan. 20 for 6 weeks. A t the CSD —
Lodge. Phone 243-4711 to sign up.________ 45-4
J O IN F A T LIB E R A T IO N , lose weight and keep
it off. Meets Tuesdays, 3-5 p.m. and Thursdays,
3-4 p.m. for the quarter. Starts Tuesday, Jan. 19,
at CSD — Lodge. Phone 243-4711 to sign up.
____ _________________
45-4
SUN VALLEY — The powder’s waiting. Ski Club
trip, Feb. llth-15th. Sign up now. W.C. 109.
___________________________________________ 44-5

ASUM PROGRAMMING presents

Cl 1cIIm2
f t

IS. QUITE SIMPLY,
p/m ,
W THE BEST AMERICAN FILM
# I’VE SEEN THIS YEAR!” K r / ’
Sunday, Jan. 17

8 P.M.

UCB

Admission .50 Students, 1.00 General

.A'&w,

SUN VALLEY, best snow in years. Slri in the sun
with Ski Club, Feb. 11-15. Sign-up now. W.C. 109.
____________________________________________44-5
WANTED: STUDENTS to buy lecture notes for
History 152, Chemistry 111, Biology 101,
Economics 211, Anthropology 101. For more
information come to University Center 104 or
call 243-6661.
44-5

help wanted
INFORMATION ON Alaskan and Overseas Jobs.
$20,000 to $50,000 per year possible. Call 602998-0426 Dept. 858.______________________ 46-2
CutBank, A literary journal for the University of
Montana is taking applications for the following
positions: E d itor, A sst. E d itor and A rt
E d itor. Send resume and sample o f work by
Jpn. 15 to CutBank, c /o the English Dept., LA
210. For more info, contact Sandra Alcosser, 2736814, or Jack Heflin, 543-5432.___________ 45-3
WANTED: STUDENTS to buy lecture notes for
History 152, Chemistry 111, Biology 101,
Economics 211, Anthropology 101. For more

THERE’S TIME
to ADD SKIING
U n til Jan . 2 6
UM Nordic Ski School
PSIA Certified
UC 164
243-5072

Complete X-C
Ski Lessons
HPE 100 Sections 36, 37, 38, 39
Also Check Center Courses for
X-C Ski Lessons and Telemark Clinics
During Winter Quarter
8—Montana Kaimin • Thursday, January 14,1982

information come to University Center 104 or
call 243-6661.
44-5

services_______________________
S K I T U N E -U P S P E C IA L Quality work. Free
pickup/delivery, Lowest prices (petex, flat file.
hotwax) $15.00. 251-4710.
47-1
WANTED: STUDENTS to buy lecture notes for
History 152, Chemistry 111, Biology 101,
Economics 211, Anthropology 101. For more
information come to University Center 104 or
call 243-6661.____________________________ 44-5

typing_________________________
SH AM RO CK PR O F E S SIO N A L S E R V IC E S .
Word processor for all error-free typing needs,
also weekends and evenings by appointment.
251-3828, 251-3904.______________________ 42-38
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958.

41-78

WORD PROCESSOR and IBM typing. Lynn, 5498074; thesis specialist/editor.____________ 42-38

transportation________________
RIDE NEEDED for 2 from Missoula to Spokane
Saturday, Jan. 23. Share expenses. Call 5438585.
___________________
47-4
TWO GENTLEMEN need ride back to east coast,
leaving Jan. 14*15th. Will help gas, driving, &
entertainment. Call Larry at 543-8050.
45-4

clothing

____________

YOU FEELIN’ ugly and cold? Carlo Dressa you
Pretty and Warm. $2 o ff all wool clothes, $1 off
all cotton, 25% o ff furs. Sixth Higgins,
45-4

for sale
DORM SIZE frig. $85.00. 549-1220.

1 BEDROOM furnished apt. and furnished studio.
Located at 431W. Spruce. Must call for apt. to see
inside. Rent $175.00 or $155.00 respectively.
Includes heat! 251-4873.
45-4
UNFURNISHED BASEMENT apartment. Close
to University. 243-4615.
44-5
Cl JEAN 2-BDRM. basement; near U. All utilities
pd.; carport. $260 plus deposit. Call after 4:00
p.m. 721-3137.
43-3

roommates needed___________
WANTED: ROOMMATE to share 2-bdrm. trailer,
$75/m o. 728-5306. Keep trying.___________ 47-1
TIRED OF dorms? House needs 1 roommate, close
to campus. Phone 721-4323, 728-2180 (Gary).
______________________________________ 46-3
FEMALE TO share large, 1-bdrm. apt. Near U.,
downtown, bus route. Call 728-6634 after 5 p.m.,
KEEP TRYING.
45-4

cooperative education
program
_________________
GLACIER PRODUCTIONS, Missoula— needs: a)
Office Manager, upper division preferred.
Business Education major with office m gm t
skills, 20 hr/w k, $5/hr.; b) Person Friday,
production/promotion field. Journalism, PR,
layout skills,*10-15 hr/w k, $3.50/hr. DL: 15 Jan.
82. For further info on all internship, Main Hall
125.__________ __ ________________________ 46-3
GLACIER PRODUCTIONS, Missoula—needs: 1)
Office Manager, upper division preferred.
Business Education major with office mgmt.
skills, 20 hr/w k, $5/hr.; b). Person Friday,
production/promotion field, Journalism, PR,
layout skills, 10-15 hr/w k, $3.50/hr. DL: 15 Jan.
82. For further info on all internship, Main Hall
125.
______________
46-3

46-2

MUST SELL computer video terminal, excellent
condition. Dave — days, 728-5454.________ 45-4
18’ (ft.) TEEPEE with unit and poles, call 549-8833.
___________________________________________ 45-5
WANTED: STUDENTS to buy lecture notes for
History 152, Chemistry 111, Biology 101,
Economics 211, Anthropology 101. For more
information come to University Center 104 or
call 2 4 3 - 6 6 6 1 . _______________________44-5

wanted to buy_________________
WANTED TO buy: used electric potters’ wheel, 3legged, free standing. Call 728-2277.
47-2
BA 202, Principles o f Accounting, Walgenbach,
Dittnich & Hanson. 2nd Ed. Ron, 721-5425 or
45-3
243-5831. _______________

miscellaneous_________________
WANTED: STUDENTS to buy lecture notes for
History 152, Chemistry 111, Biology 101,
Economics 211, Anthropology 101. For more
information come to University Center 104 or
call 243-6661.____________________________ 44-5

storage

_____________________

LIL' BEAR MINI STORAGE. Call 243-5161 days
or 721-1935 day and evenings.___________ 45-35

gift w anted____________________
BIRTHDAY,
ANNIVERSARY.
WEDDING
coming? Carlo’s Gift Certificates $5.00 to
$1,000,000.00.____________________________ 46-4

aura reading________________ _
for rent________________________

AU RA READING with heart perspective, $20.
Leslie V.S. Millar, 728-8566.______________ 474

SKIERS — 3-BEDROOM on G R A N T CRE E K .
Free wood heat, 2-car garage, garden spot, and
swimming hole on 5 acres. $330.721-5678. 47-2

sexy clothes___________________

2 BDRM. unfurnished. Children, no pets. 549-8515
to show i t
_____________________ 45-4

CARLO DRESSA you sexy! Oh boy! Carlo’s, Sixth
and Higgins._____________________________ 47-2

C olleges not m aking
financial aid students
m eet grade requirem ents
College Press Service

WASHINGTON, D.C. — As
many as 45 percent of the
l nation’s colleges may not be
pushing students who get finan
cial aid to meet minimum grade
point standards.
The Government Accounting
Office (GAO) surveyed 20 cam
puses and found that nine of them
regularly kept handing out
monetary aid to some students
who failed to meet minimum
academic requirements for get
ting the aid.
The GAO report estimated that
the schools involved distributed
over $1.2 million to students who
made unsatisfactory academic
progress last year.
The GAO’s Frank Fulton says,
“ Here’s a student who’s kept up a
grade point average of 2.29,
which is acceptable, but he’s
dropped over half the classes he
took.” The student received some
$5,400 in aid over four semesters
anyway.
Among the 5,800 student
transcripts it examined, the GAO
found that some students with
GPAs as low as 0.11 still getting
aid.
Such cases were found on all
kinds of campuses. “ Community
colleges were no more guilty of
mismanagement than four-year
universities,” Fulton says.
Fulton complains that different
federal aid programs have
different academic standards,
and that the various colleges that
administer the aid programs don’t
have consistent minimum re
quirements, either.
He says the American Council
on Education intends to create a
uniform set of grade standards

and that the U.S. Department of
Education, which has ultimate
responsibility for federal student
aid programs, may adopt those
standards as its own regulations.
Colleges could ultimately be
forced to repay the mismanaged
aid money, he points out. But “ we
weren’t trying to find out about
any particular schools,” he said.
“ We were looking for nationwide
patterns, problems with the pro
gram.”

today
M eetings
\Recreation and Lands, 7:30 a.m., UC Montana
Rooms.

Lectures
“ Medical Implications o f the Nuclear Arms
Race.” Dr. T. H. Roberts will speak, 11 a.m.,
Chemistry-Pharmacy 109, free. Academic, con
tinuing education credit, $3.50.
Brown Bag Lecture: “ Outfitting as a Major
Recreational Resource.” Smoke Elser and Bill
Brown will speak, noon, Forestry 301.
"Movements o f the American Marten in Mon
tana.” Gary Burnett will speak, free, 4 p.m.,
Forestry 301.
Mathematics Colloquium: “ Reflections on the
Reflection Principle.” Barthel Huff, visiting assis
tant professor o f mathematics at UM, will speak, 4
p.m., Mathematics 109.
Outdoor Program: “ Five Valleys Nordic Ski
Patrol: What It Can Do For You.” Buzz Blastic will
speak, 7 p.m., UC Lounge.
R egistra tion
Center Course Registration, 11 a.m., UC Ticket
Office.
T ou rn a m en t
Speed Chess Tournam ent Competitors must
pay entry fee and have a University Community
Chess Club membership card, spectators free, 7
p.m.. Social Sciences 362.
E ven ts
Third Annual Nordic Ski Week. 11 a.m.. UC
Mall.

Things do change. The only
question is that since things are
deteriorating so quickly, will
society and man’s habits change
quickly enough ?
—Isaac Asimov

Coors boycott abandoned by som e universities
College Press Service

Though the coalition of Univer
sity o f California student
presidents recently voted to con
tinue boycotting Coors beer,
Coors representatives now claim
the general campus boycott is
wobbling, at least in California.
“ Bunches of colleges” are drop
ping their opposition to allowing
the sale o f the beer on the cam
puses, according to Whit Sibley,
C oors’
co rp o ra te
com 
munications representative.
Within the last 12 months, San
Jose State and Stanford both
have ended their boycotts, Sibley
says. Student governments at the
uriiversities o f Colorado and
Califomia-Davis also have voted
Coors back on campus.
At Califomia-Riverside, “ the
undergraduate student govern
ment has voted to end the boycott,
but the Graduate Student Council
recently voted to continue it,”

reports student officer Leonard
Schmitt.
Sibley says there may be more.
“ I really don’t know how many
are still maintaining it. They
don’t call us up periodically and
say, ‘By the way, we want you to
know that we’re still boycotting
your products,’ ” he explains.
Yet in November, the Student
Body Presidents Council — com
posed of presidents from all nine
University of California cam
puses — voted to continue its fouryear Coors boycott.
The first campus Coors boycott
began in 1968, when University
of Colorado students banned the
brew to protest the policies of
com pany P resident Joseph
Coors, then a Colorado regent.
Coors incurred student wrath
for his proposals to make
student take loyalty oaths and to
prohibit the campus health center
from distributing birth control

Idahoans test way
to kill jackrabbits
BLACKFOOT, Idaho (AP)—
County pest control workers
spread strychnine at a farm near
here yesterday, opening a new
front in the war on hordes of cropmunching jackrabbits in eastern
Idaho.
As a small group of farmers,
state and federal officials and
environm entalists watched,
workers mixed 32 pounds of
alfalfa with paste containing four
ounces of the powerful poison,
and the bait was then spread
along mile-long trenches.
The work, which took place in
freezing temperatures and blow
ing snow, was to test whether
strychnine would be as effective
at killing rabbits as the con
troversial bludgeoning by
farmers in six bloody weekend
roundups since December.
Hundreds o f southeastern
Idaho farmers have participated
in the drives, clubbing to death up
to 65,000 o f the wild hares that are
causing millions o f dollars of
damage to crops.

Melcher
asking for
more cheese
HELENA (AP)—Sen.
John Melcher, D-Mont.,
said yesterday he has urged
Secretary of Agriculture
John Block to release sur
plus dry milk and butter, as
well as more surplus cheese,
to needy Americans.
On Dec. 22, President
Ronald Reagan ordered the
distribution o f 30 million
pounds o f cheese. Melcher
said Reagan did so because
of an amendment Melcher
sponsored to the Farm Bill.
Distribution o f the cheese
started in Montana this
week.
Melcher said he also urg
ed Block to increase Mon
tana’s allocation of cheese,
which is slightly more than
100,000 pounds. He said the
state Department of Social
and Rehabilitation Services
has said it can use considera b ly m ore th an that
amount
He said the Farm Bill,
gives Block authority to
distribute dry whole milk
and butter, as well as
cheese, to those who need
the commodities but can’t
afford them.

“ We hope the poisoning will
work. At least we’ll know more
tomorrow,” said Brian Finnigan,
secretary of the Bingham County
Rodent Control District.
The poison acts on the nervous
system and causes respiratory
failure within 20 minutes. En
vironmentalists have objected
that other animals, including
endangered bald eagles, also can
be killed if they feed on the
carcasses of poisoned animals.
Two U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service officials observed the
spreading of the poison to ensure
that agency rules were followed.
Wildlife service spokesman
Eric Peacock said rodent control
district members w>uld retqpp to
the farm tms-' morning to collect
and count any corpses and un
eaten bait. The carcasses will be
placed in a rock-lined pit until
next spring and then buried.
The test will show how many
rabbits could be killed with the
strychnine, said Peacock. Under
optimum conditions, four ounces
of the poison could kill as many
as 12,000 rabbits, he said.
The wildlife service, which
made the strychnine available to
the rodent control district, said
80-to-90 percent of rabbits poison
ed would die within 25 feet of the
tainted bait.

information and for trying to stop
the Students for a Democratic
Society from holding a conven
tion at the university.
The Coors boycott haltingly
spread across western campuses
when the AFL-CIO began to
encourage students to condemn
the company’s labor policies.
Unionists accused Coors of
discriminating against minority
workers, subjecting employees to
polygraph tests as a condition of
employment and bypassing un
ions when making important
labor and production decisions.
Sibley now assures students
that “if any unfair practices ever
did exist, they have been ade
quately corrected.”
“ The question is not whether
one likes or dislikes Coors beer,”
the Students for Responsive
Government argued during its
successful drive to bring Coors
back to, the University of
Colorado last winter, “ rather the
concept that each individual
should have the right to choose.”
But Coors still has its op
ponents on campus. Even at U.C.Davis, student newspaper editor
Greg Welsh refused to run a Coors
ad some five months after the
boycott ended.
Coors, adds U.C.-Santa Bar
bara campus representative Ken
daym an, has “ changed their
rhetoric,” but “ what they say
isn’t necessarily what they do.”
Santa Barbara is “ currently
evaluating the situation,”
daym an says, although no of
ficial boycott exists at this time.
“ Personally, I think the boycott
should continue. I’m not con
vinced they have upgraded their
labor practices. And I’m concern
ed about their use of asbestos
filtering.”
U .C.-Riverside’s
Schmitt
worries that students are being
inconsistent. Boycotting Coors,
he says, should obligate the
student government to boycott
dozens of other firms that might
violate specific beliefs.
Nevertheless, the Student Body
Presidents Council has endorsed
the boycott in hopes of convin
cing the company to recognize an
employee union and stop giving
job applicants lie detector tests.
“The trouble with that reason
ing,” Sibley argues, “ is that
10,000 people work at Coors, and
they will also be hurt by the
boycott.”

Near the Coors brewery at
Western State College in Gun
nison, Colo., the problem is a little
different. There, a student
senator — who also happens to be
Budweiser’s campus rep — has
sponsored a measure that would
end Coors’ long monopoly as the
only beer sold on campus. The
student government, however,
broke for vacation before voting
on the measure.
<

I don’t see much future for the
Americans . . . Everything about
the behavior of American socie
ty reveals that it’s half judaized,
and the other half negrified.
How can one expect a state like
that to hold together ?
—Adolf Hitler

HAVE YOU
HEARD
THE WORD?

W E'RE THE PLACE
FOR HEA VENLY
M EA LS AT D O W N TO -EA R TH
PRICES!

old foWN

cafe

SC
qiruc
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127 W .
A ld e r
7 am *
2 pm
7 days
a w eek

PARENT EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING
(Official Course)
A humanistic approach that offers a "no-lose” system of raising
kids. Avoid the pitfalls of the strict method (the child always
loses) and the permissive method (the parent always loses).
Monday Evenings 7:30-10:30 p.m., for 8 weeks starting January
18, 1982, Room 148, Lodge.
Taught by Helen Watkins: sponsored by the Center for Student
Development, Phone 243-4711 to sign up.
For students and/or spouses — cost of materials only ($20 for
book and workbook).

(LACK ANGUS

Steak House ”
& Lounge

728-2663

700 W. Broadway

H ey Boxing Fans!

Black Angus
presents

Top Rank Boxing
on ESPN every Thurs.

7:00 - 9:30
HAPPY HOUR ^
OZONE VI X-C SKI RACE
10 km. Cross Country Ski Races— Jan. 16 & 17
This years Ozone races will be held at Lolo Pass, Montana at 10 a.m.
Saturday, January 16 and Sunday, January 17. Both races will be
open to anyone paying the entry fee, and there is a fee break for
entering both races.

THE ORIGINAL FROM
DIEGO!

_ ■H

■The___

hicken. is
JANUARY 17,1982 ■2:00 P.M.

C H A R L IE ’S FAM O US

CLAM F E E D
F R ID A Y
4 P.M.

$100
C H A R L IE ’S
BAR
428 H ig g in s

a

^

WHEN: Jan. 16 and 17 — promptly at 10 a.m.
WHERE: Lolo Pass — 46 miles from Missoula
where Hwy. 12 crosses the Montana-Idaho border.
WHO: Anyone between 12 and 20 0 years old!
PRIZES FOR MEN & WOMEN OF ALL AGES!
Age Groups 15-under, 16-19, 2 0 -2 9 , 3 0 -3 9 , 4 0 -4 9 , 50-over

Entry Fee: 1 Day — $5.00; 2 Days — $8.00
ENTRY DEADLINE: 9 a.m. each race day — no
exceptions.
Races will be individual starts at 30 sec.
intervals.
SPONSORED BY THE TRAIL HEAD AND OZONE
SKI CLUB
USSA SANCTIONED
OZONE V I Entry Blank
Name:

--------------------------- A g e :-------- . Sex:

Address:

------------------------- C ity______

State ___

Z ip .

Phone —___________________________ Entering [ ] Day 1 $5
[ ] Day 2 $5
[ ] Both days $8
Make checks payable to Ozone Nordic Ski Club. If you have
any questions call Elliott at The Trail Head (406) 543-6966. We
have some housing for out of town racers — call EARLY for
arrangements.

SEE Y A IN THE OZONE!
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P olan d’s phones being censored
WARSAW, Poland (AP) — Big
Sister is warning telephone
callers that their conversations
are “ being controlled” in martial
law Poland these days.
Since telephone service in
Poland’s major cities was
restored last Sunday, some
numbers start a screechy-voiced
woman chirping: “ Rozmowa
Kontrolowana, Rozmowa Kontrolowana.”
In Polish that means, “ The call
is being controlled, the call is
being controlled.”
Big Sister’s voice changes,
sometimes high, sometimes a bit
huskier. But the message is clear:
anything said on the phone may
be heard and there should be no
doubt about it.
Big Sister — a variation on Big
Brother, the symbol o f dic
tatorship in George Orwell’s
1984 — is what foreign jour
nalists have dubbed the Polish
voice.
On the first day the telephones
came back after 29 days of
silence, the intrusion was often

inconsistent.
People testing the telephones
found that some numbers
triggered Big Sister, but others
didn’t.
Calls to the Roman Catholic
Church press office were said to
be under control by the voice, as
were calls to some others whom
one could assume would be
monitored.
But it was unclear later if the
voice was triggered by the person
placing the call or the phone
number receiving it.
Two days after the phones were
back in order, every call from the
Associated Press office phone
brought the warning, “ the call is
being controlled,” two or three
times. Then the voice stopped and
the other party either did or did
not pick up the phone.
It was not the fact of the
warning, but only the form it took
that came as a surprise.
In an announcement that
telephone service would be
restored within the nation’s big
cities, the authorities said that

the calls would be subject to
control and could be cut at any
time if whoever was listening
deemed them damaging to the
state.
The communique also warned
that telephone conversations
could be subject to further check
ing and that anti-state activity
could be punished.
Some people reported that calls
were cut when such words as
“ internees” were used in conver
sations about seized members of
the now-suspended independent
union Solidarity.
But others said use of the word
“ Walesa,” the name of the nowsequestered chief of the indepen
dent union, and “ Solidarity” did
not trigger a cutoff.
It is unlikely that every single
call is monitored, but it is impossi
ble to tell which are, and the effect
of the woman’s reminder is clear.
People will be mindful of the
voice repeating “ Rozmowa Kon
trolow ana, Rozmowa Kon
trolowana . .

O v ercrow d ed b u sin ess sch o o ls
en d an ger u n iv ersities*accred itation
College Press Service

AUSTIN, Texas — It is recogni
tion that most academics dream
about. But at the same time a
national survey of business
school deans and business
leaders named the University of
Texas’ undergraduate business
school the fifth best in the nation,
Texas administrators received a
grim message:
Fix up the school or lose ac
creditation.
Enrollment in Texas’ College of
Business
Administration,
it
seems, had grown so fast and so
much that there weren’t enough
instructors to teach the 10,325
students enrolled in the college.
The American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB), which regularly
reviews and accredits campus
b u s in e s s a d m in is t r a t io n
programs around the nation, told
Texas that it had two years to
improve its teacher-to-student
ratio or lose its accreditation.
The accrediting group re
quires. one faculty member for
every 400 undergraduate student
hours taken.
But Texas — which, unable tofind more qualified faculty
members, ultimately decided to
limit enrollment starting next fall
— is far from the only business
college suffering from its own
popularity.
During the last year, Arizona,
Penn State, Michigan, Indiana,
Ohio State, Tennessee, Michigan
State and the State University of
New York-Albany, among other
large schools, have complained of
overcrow ded
b u s in e s s
enrollments and dangerouslyhigh
teacher-student ratios.
Smaller schools like Bowling
Green and West Chester State
have similar problems.
“ A lm o st every s c h o o l’ s
resources are taxed, and many
are barely managing,” observes
Charles Hickman, the AACSB’s
associate director. “ You would
have to look hard to find a dean
who is not having enrollment
pressures.”
Ronald Slone, the AACSB’s
director of accreditation, adds
that only one college is currently
on probation and “ not many" are
in immediate danger of losing
accreditation.
But of the schools regularly
coming up for review, “ many are
having difficulty because of

enrollment. But we will give them
a reasonable amount of time (to
compensate).”
The overcrowding is welldocumented. Undergraduate
business course enrollment in
creased by 120 percent from 1966
to 1978, according to a recent U.S.
Census Bureau report.
Enrollment has risen another
12 percent since 1978, from 1.5
million students to almost 1.7
million in 1980, a National Center
for Educational Statistics survey
found.
“ Business school enrollments
traditionally rise when the
economy is in bad shape,”
Hickman explains. “ People
perceive a business degree as a
better union card.”
Hickman also cites the growth
o f co n tin u in g
ed u ca tion
programs that have swollen the
ranks of business schools, and of
a migration of women students
into business courses.
A June 1980 Census Bureau
report found “ a slow but sure shift
of women”
away from
“ traditional women’s fields,”
such as education, and toward
business.
“ Students,” summarizes Tom
Snyder oithe National Center for
Educational Statistics, “ are look
ing for a more marketable field of
study.”
Moreover, Snyder adds, “we
expect an increase in business
students over the next few years.”
The trouble is that colleges
can’t recruit enough teachers to
accommodate those students
even if they could afford to. Not
enough students are going on for
their doctorates and opting for
teaching careers.

“ From our perspective, the
most important task is to attract
more students into Ph.d.
programs,” observes Dr. Kenneth
Smith, dean o f A rizona’ s
business school.
Smith says, “the difference
between academic and business
salaries is not as great as most
people seem to think. For in
stance, at the better schools it is
not unusual for a bright Ph.d. to
be recruited (by colleges) at a
salary that ranges between $28,000 to $30,000 for a nine-month
position. But students don’t know
about it. In order to increase the
supply of Ph.d.s, we need to step
up our recruitment efforts.”

THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE IS CURRENTLY
ACCEPTING RESIDENT A SSIST A N T
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1982-83 A CAD EM IC
YEAR. APPLICATIONS M A Y BE OBTAINED A T
THE RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE, RO O M 101,
TURNER HALL, OR A T A N Y O F THE RESPECTIVE
HALL DESKS. APPLICANTS M U ST HAVE A
MINIMUM 2.00 G .P.A. A N D A N INTEREST IN
W ORKIN G W ITH PEOPLE. INTERVIEWS WILL BE
SCHEDULED DURING WINTER QUARTER, A N D
N E W RESIDENT A SSISTA N T WILL BE SELECTED
PRIOR T O THE END O F SPRING QUARTER.
Q U ESTIONS RELATIVE T O THESE POSITIONS
SH O U L D BE DIRECTED T O THE RESIDENCE
HALLS OFFICE. APPLICATIONS S H O U L D BE
COMPLETED A N D RETURNED T O THE
RESIDENCE HALLS OFFICE B Y JA N U A R Y 15 1982.
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

C ongratulations on
A G reat Season!
G rizzly F ootball
TEAM P A R T Y
starting at 9 :0 0
tonight in the library
JO IN THE FUN

Heidd haus

A new AACSB report says new
business college teachers averag
ed starting salaries of $22,800 last
year, although new accounting
and finance teachers are getting
$25,100 and $24,300, respectively.

UM WILDLIFE SOCIETY

PANCAKE EATING
CONTEST AND
BREAKFAST
ALL YOU CA N EATI
JA N . 16— 10 AM
O ld M en ’s G ym
$ 1 .S 0 /stu d en t, $ 4.0 0/lam ily l

1st Prize— $20.00 Gift Certificate
to Warehouse Food Market, 1
case of beer, and a Trophy. 2nd
Prize— 2 cases of beer. 3rd
Prize— 1 case of beer. Gift Cer
tificate donated by Warehouse
Food Market. All beer donated
by Grizzly Grocery, Olson's,
Worden's Super Market, and
Western Warehouse Foods. BE
THEREI

S A T U R D A Y ARTS ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
Beginning Jan. 16
W H O — ‘ Missoula area-wide children, ages 3 through high sch ool are invited
to participate.
W H E N — *7 consecutive Saturday mornings starting JA N U A R Y 16th
through FEBRUARY 27th.
‘ Registration com m en ces at 9 a.m . the 16th o f JA N U A R Y ; classes will be from
9:30-11:30 a.m.
*99C per session for a total o f 6.93 or $6.00 paid in full.
W H E R E — ‘ Fine Arts Building on the University cam pus.
W H A T — *W e attempt to provide children with an opportunity to co m e into
contact with the arts (visual, writing, m usic, drama, and m ovem ent). W e want
the children to experience the totality o f the arts from creating/interpreting in
and through evaluating and developing critical attitudes.
Children will select their area o f interest and concentrate on their chosen
media if they s o prefer.
Activities will include such things as painting, sculpture, photography, drawing,
writing, com posing m usic, creative m ovem ent and dramatic productions.
W H Y — ‘ The program is sp onsored b y the Department o f Art under the
direction o f students in the various art m ethods classes.
•W e are now in our 15th year.
‘ Family rates are available.
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Coffeehouse Concert

Judy FjeK
Jan. 15

Gold Oak Room

8 p.m.

Admission: Free
Presented by: OIM-WRC-ASUM Programming

